Abstract. The field of prodromal PD is still in its infancy, and at the cusp of major advances. This article summarizes where we are, and most importantly where we need to go in order for the promise of prodromal PD to be realized. In the immediate future, the criteria need to be updated with additional markers and disseminated broadly. In the near future, they need to better incorporate changes in likelihood ratio with age and sex, combine markers in novel ways using big data approaches, identify subtypes, and incorporate better higher-specificity markers as they are discovered. Integration of smartphone/wearable markers and biomarkers of progression from the prodromal phase will allow development of neuroprotective trials in early stages. By 2040, it is hoped that prodromal criteria will be incorporated into active neuroprotective treatment programs, allowing a program of population-based screening followed by early treatment and ultimately the prevention of clinical PD from ever becoming manifest.
WHAT WE ACHIEVED
In the last 25 years our understanding of the evolution of Parkinson's disease (PD) has changed dramatically. Brilliant work of many in different scientific fields paved the way for the concept of prodromal PD; that is, a phase of years to decades in which non-motor and subtle motor symptoms may indicate spreading PD pathology, but do not meet the threshold for diagnosis according to the classic motor-based clinical criteria [1] .
The main anchors of this concept are: * Correspondence to: Daniela Berg, MD, Department of Neu- -the broadly accepted fact that the neurodegenerative process in PD is a slowly spreading process, possibly starting in the gut or olfactory system [2, 3] and finally encompassing much of the nervous system; -increasing knowledge of risk factors and clinical symptoms that antecede the typical motor manifestations by years to decades, and can be correlated to imaging and histopathological findings; -longitudinal studies that observed conversion to PD in cohorts of individuals with different combinations of risk and prodromal markers
These advances allowed the establishment of a mathematical model based on Bayesian statistics that enables one to calculate an individual's personal risk of being in the prodromal phase of PD [4] . 
LIMITATIONS AND SHORTCOMINGS OF THE CURRENT UNDERSTANDING AND MODEL
The prodromal PD criteria are meant to be research criteria, and constitute a first step in what should be a continually-updated process.
Several shortcomings have been noted, both at the time of publication and as several groups have studied the criteria. These include:
1. Prodromal state vs. time to conversion: As stated in the original criteria the statistical model can only give the likelihood that an individual is in the prodromal phase -whether and when classical motor symptoms will develop can currently not be predicted by this model. Further information is therefore required to predict time of phenoconversion. 2. Independency of markers: Most prospective studies used in establishing the criteria tested single markers; however, criteria will in general be applied to individuals most likely carrying several markers. If markers are not independent of each other, the model breaks down. Fortunately, it seems that although many non-motor symptoms that precede motor PD are also common in the non-PD elderly population, their combination is quite rare in individuals without PD [5] . Early tests have suggested that markers are indeed independent, and so can be combined [6, 7] . 3. Age/sex effects: Currently, age and sex are incorporated into risk estimates, but not in the LR of markers themselves. However, the LR of many markers seems to vary with age and sex; this needs to be incorporated in the criteria [8] . 4. Subtypes with undetectable prodromal stages:
PD is characterized by a broad phenotypic spectrum and so is prodromal PD. Some PD patients have very few non-motor symptoms; so, these individuals will have hardly any of the nonmotor markers that are required for diagnosis of the prodromal phase [9] . 5. Continuous vs. dichotomous cutoffs: The criteria use dichotomous cutoffs; however, certain markers are measurable as continuous variables, which could potentially provide different LR at different cutoffs. Moreover, some studies indicate markers which can vary and even revert to normal, like olfactory dysfunction [10] ; therefore, it should not be forgotten that continual re-evaluation of markers is required. 6. Limited markers: Many studies have found that criteria were relatively insensitive. This reflects the reality of the field of PD prediction; so far, there are only a few markers that are sufficiently powerful to identify high LR of PD. However, already since publication of the current criteria for prodromal PD [4] several markers have been found that could be added to the prediction model. Examples include diabetes, physical inactivity, and low plasma urate levels in men. As the field evolves, more will be discovered, and sensitivity will continue to improve. 7. So far the prodromal criteria are composed of clinical and (few) imaging signs. Although promising approaches in biomarker research can be noted no biofluid or histological marker has proven sufficiently sensitive and specific to be included in the criteria.
This is even more significant as the current prodromal criteria are primarily based on clinical signs with no opportunity to include brain autopsy as ultimate diagnostic confirmation.
WHAT IS CURRENTLY BEING DONE
To better understand and constantly update the criteria, an internet platform, free to the scientific community, is currently being designed which will updated LRs, provide a calculator that can be used to calculate probability for individual patients, and a forum for scientific exchange among experts to further refine the criteria.
Moreover, the ongoing extensive research of epidemiologists, basic scientists, clinicians and neuroimaging specialists will lead to the detection of new risk factors and biomarkers and will substantiate, expand and deepen our understanding of the very early phases of PD. Combined approaches that test multiple modalities in the same patient are especially promising. These include multimodal imaging (e.g., to stage REM sleep behavior disorder [11] ) as well as multimodal biomarker platforms, incorporating combinations of biomarkers from different sources. Now, "big data" analyses of huge data sets have also entered PD research. Especially the fields of genetics (see for example [12] , which combines data from >8 million individuals), -omics approaches and the continuous capturing of movements in daily life by various wearables and devices, including smartphones (e.g., [13] . These will benefit from new methods of data handling and analyses.
Importantly, it needs to be appreciated that merging of large sets of data has become possible not only due to secure web applications (e.g., Redcap https://www.project-redcap.org/) but -and primarily due to -a scientific spirit of cooperation and data sharing.
EXPECTED FINDINGS: THE NEAR FUTURE
Use of the anticipated internet platform for prodromal PD will accelerate learning and application of the criteria in a growing community of scientists-expanding its use not only to cohorts with the endpoint of PD/neurodegeneration but also to different primary endpoints in which additional markers may be identified. This should help facilitate detection and dissemination of currently unknown risk and prodromal markers for PD which include besides clinical and neuroimaging also biofluid, histological, etc., markers.
Additionally, an important further kind of marker will become deducible from prodromal longitudinal cohort studies, namely prodromal progression markers. These will be essential as endpoints for studies which aim to slow disease progression in the prodromal stages.
With new data arising from objective movement measurements, the earlier detection of motor symptoms will become possible. Objectively-measured markers such as reduced unilateral arm swing [14] , impaired balance [15, 16] , wearable (e.g., mobilephone) based markers of activity etc. indicate that we can expect to change our understanding of early motor PD. Keeping in mind that still several issues regarding sensor based assessments need to be solved including compliance and potential selection bias in populations who are willing to wear devices, a paradigm shift regarding appearance of first motor abnormalities and relationship to the current cardinal motor symptoms is likely.
CHALLENGES FOR THE INTERMEDIATE FUTURE
PD is currently still defined by its characteristic motor symptoms and we do not know, whether the underlying neurodegeneration starting outside the brain will inevitably progress to the brain in all individuals, neither do we know the individual pace of progression. The questions are: When is the starting point of PD? What will define the disease; will it still be motor symptoms (possibly typical subtle ones), or will it be biomarker evidence of nigrostriatal system neurodegeneration without motor symptoms? Will it be a certain combination of non-motor signs? Or will it be based upon non-clinical biomarkers, similar to changes in Alzheimer's disease?
Given the fact that some individuals with Parkinson's disease suffer more from non-motor symptoms [17] than motor ones in the early stages, our aim will need to focus not only on stopping motor progression but also those manifestations outside the substantia nigra.
Understanding prodromal PD will mean understanding PD in all its heterogeneity. Therefore subtypes need to be considered and accounted for in the predictive models.
Finally, progress needs to continue on mitigating all the limitations noted above.
WHAT IS NEEDED TO MEET THESE CHALLENGES?
Progress of the recent years was only possible due to sincere and open-minded collaboration of many scientists in different fields. We will need to further combine forces. Cohort studies will need to cross epidemiological, clinical and basic science boundaries, so that we move beyond clinical markers of prodromal disease. Harmonization of assessments, an integrative attitude towards other disciplines, and deeper data sharing and analyses will be essential.
Last, but definitely not least, the current criteria are established as research criteria and have been mainly disseminated to specialists in the field. However, advances in this field are not hidden in our information society. As the general public begins to grasp our evolving understanding of early PD stages, new challenges will emerge related to potential for harm. Identifying oneself or ones loved one as being in prodromal stages of neurodegeneration, without any preventative treatment can lead to excessive distress, overplanning (e.g., retiring long before disease onset), use of unproven preventative therapies, discrimination at work, inability to obtain insurance, etc. Until preventative therapy is developed, we must become increasingly prepared to help those directly affected by our research findings. As we better understand the prodromal phase and increase diagnostic certainty, we will inevitably begin to understand that our current concept of prodromal PD is, in fact, PD. In 2040 we also will have gained understanding of progression in the prodromal phase, and the differing prodromal evolution of subtypes of PD. As subtype-specific biomarkers are understood, diagnostic accuracy will continue to improve.
The primary goal of all prodromal research is help slow or stop disease in its early stages, and prevent clinical disease onset. Ultimately, one would hope to prevent initiation of the neurodegenerative process at all.
For our research to bear fruit, we also require a better understanding of causative mechanisms, to enable the discovery of true disease modifying and finally neuroprotective treatments.
Imagine that the search for prodromal bio-and progression markers has become successful, so that neurodegenerative diseases can be detected and prevented. What might this entail for society? A possible outcome is a future in which every member of the population, starting in early midlife undergoes periodic complete evaluations for all neurodegenerative diseases. This could be universal, or if knowledge about genetic risk factors advances sufficiently, could be a personalized biomarker screening based upon genetic risk load and one's individual genetic pathways that contribute to neurodegeneration. Screening might start with easy to obtain functional clinical measures, or blood-and imaging-biomarkers to identify the earliest stages of neurodegeneration. Depending on the specificity of the early tests, further assessments like multimodal PET scanning for protein deposition may be added.
If early disease is detected, a course of treatment is started. This will again be personalized, based on the genetic pathways contributing to the neurodegenerative process identified, perhaps including changes in lifestyle (e.g., influencing the microbiome or enhancing compensatory brain mechanisms by individual training, etc.), gene-specific therapy, individual mechanism-specific therapy (antioxidants, mitochondria support, liposomal enhancement), periodic protein-based clearing (e.g., a 6-months course of amyloid-reducing therapy each decade), or a well-tolerated small molecule protein inhibitor given lifelong.
As daunting or unobtainable as this might seem, such a scaled-up prevention of pathological brain aging will allow society to catch up to its advances in disease prevention outside the brain, leading to ever longer and healthier lives without inevitable neurologic disability. A game-changing outcome like this needs to be our goal for 2040.
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